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“Challenges and results of a face-to-face event of minimally
invasive colorectal surgery in a country which is the world
epicenter of the pandemic. Lessons learned.”

Last year has been very different from all that have been
lived to date. In March 2020, the new Coronavirus pandemic
was declared by the World Health Organization (WHO).
Despite the worldwide involvement, each country had its
peculiarity and form of presentation.1

Regarding teaching, many changes have occurred and
difficulties have arisen related to online training, as we
were not prepared for this method of learning.2

At first, it was strange, we had to quickly adapt to a new
reality, butwe soon realized that access to information just got
easier and faster. At any time or anywhere, it was possible to
have a webinar or a live online session on several pathologies
and their treatments and even an online congress was held in
this very confusing period.

Due to this facility, there was an information “bombard-
ment”, with classes and discussions daily, some even taking
place at the same time. Themonths went by andwhat at first
seemed to be wonderful, became tiring.

The information was transmitted with greater practicality,
but something was missing…

The Robotic Surgery Experience Bahia was scheduled to
take place in person in Salvador, state of Bahia, Brazil, in
August 2020. With the advent of the pandemic, we had to
postpone it. Then a big question arose: arewe still going to try
to do a face-to-face event or join the online eventsmodality? It
was already September, the desire to hold a face-to-face event
wasenormous, but thedifficulties anduncertainties alsogrew.
Would it be possible? Would it be safe?

The concentration and willingness for online events were
no longer the same. We were getting tired…

Considering it, wedid not give up and scheduled our event
forNovember.We didn’t knowwhat it would be like…Would
we have a second wave? Would a face-to-face event still be
allowed up to that date?

It was a great challenge, but we missed a face-to-face
event, a "contact", even if distant, to meet friends, to ex-
change experiences… for all that, we kept it the way we
planned.

Wemoved on and sought to knowall the rules… Thus, we
had to promote some changes, such as reducing and limiting
the number of participants, modifying the location of the
event (so that adequate distancingwas possible), andmaking
hand sanitizer and masks available. Additionally, we needed
to prepare all the necessary structure for a possible online
class, in case any speaker could not attend, so as not to lose
their participation in the event. After all, everything was
done in order to hold the symposium safely.

It took a lot of insistence, persistence and willpower and,
finally, the Robotic Surgery Experience Bahia took place.

We had, once again, the opportunity to hold a teaching
event on this innovative subject which is robotic surgery. Big
names in Brazilian surgery were able to enhance the occasion,
which brought more than 20 national guests in 2 days of
immersion in robotic surgery.

Throughout the event, caution persisted. The use ofmasks
was mandatory. Before each session, microphones and arm-
chairs were cleaned.

Despite the difficulties of 2020, it was possible to produce
an in-person event taking all precautionary measures. We
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were also able to have those moments of chat, exchange of
experiences, and a fantastic network with great and new
friends.

We hope that more face-to-face events can be held in
2021, strictly following security protocols. We are aware of
the difficulties to do it, but webelieve in the importance of an
in-person meeting, as well as of a webinar.
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